Coyote’ Place
Production Management

Hello!
My name is Polla-Ilariya Kozino and I am Visual Effects& Animation
Production Student.
This is an example of my work as a Producer on the project ‘Coyote’s Place”.

Coyote’s Place - is a 3D Animation Series directed by Tom Bertino and Lysandra Silber
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To whom it may concern,
It is my pleasure to introduce Polla-Ilariya Kozino to you.
I have had the pleasure of working with Polla as producer on my animated short,
COYOTE’S PLACE, being developed here at AAU. In truth, her duties were those
of producer, coordinator and production assistant combined, and she had to juggle
these varied balls simultaneously… wrangling assets, tracking schedules, consolidating
notes and feedback, supervising client sessions, and generally making things happen.
While she can do all of these things, perhaps Polla’s greatest asset is her overall enthusiasm.
She is always concerned with crew morale, and her perpetually “up” attitude is infectious.
At all times, she makes the artists she works with feel glad to be part of her team.
Let Polla work a little of that special magic for you.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of further service.
Regards,

Tom Bertino
Graduate Director
School of Animation & Visual Effects
Academy of Art University
180 New Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
415.618 3767
tbertino@acadmyart.edu

(The views expressed in these pages are those of the
author and do not necessarily represent the views
of the Academy of Art University. This reference is given
in good faith and in confidence; it is made in the author’s
individual capacity and not on behalf of the Academy of Art University.)

Every project requires a Bible to insure smooth and orgonized production.
As a Producer of the project, I create an individual Bible for every project that
I am working on. I also create and include individual video tutorials for artists to
get familiar with Shotgun and simplify uploading process.

Coyote’s Place Shotgun Bible
Hello and Welcome to “Coyote’s Place” project!
This Bible will not only show you requirments of working on this project it wil
l also help you to get familiar with Shotgun.
You can also find video tutorials if you will go: Coyote’s Place -> Review -> Tutorials for Artists.
You can also email Producer of the project for more information.
FOR UPLOADING YOUR WORK IN VERSIONS:
Here is the link for video tutorial of how to submit your work on Shotgun,
you want to put it in Versions: https://aau.shotgunstudio.com/page/15456#Version_51950_Versions
TO DOWNLOAD FILES FROM SHOTGUN:
Here is the link for tutorial: https://aau.shotgunstudio.com/page/15456#Version_51951_Uploads

SHOTS - RESOLUTION AND COMPRESSION RATE:
Please remember the resolution and compression rate. Resolution: 1280 x 720 (HD 720)
Compression: H.264 QT
If your movie file is greater than 100MB, you file is not compressed correctly.
NAMING CONVENTIONS ARE IMPORTANT.
For naming conventions, please see “Versions Upload Naming Conventions” and follow it
throught the whole project.
If you have any questions, feel free to email:
Producer of the project - Polla-Ilariya Kozino - polla.dz@gmail.com
Production Assistant - Jean Ahn - jean.ahn.soogyoung@gmail.com

Welcome to our team!

Naming Convensions is another important part in orgonising the project. I am responsible for project
to be orgonized and on schedule. A lot of times artists are having a hard time naming their files
correctly. Most projects use different naming conventions, which is why I came up with a seporate
document that explaines all the naming conventiones in details.

While starting any kind of production, Production Team needs to make sure what are our
deadlines and what we are able to achieve in a specific time. My job is to deturmin all the
dates and create a schedule that production will follow. Later on all the artists will be assigned to
their tasks and will need to deliver their final task before the deadline. Production team makes sure
that artist follow the schedule and deliver their tasks in time.

Schedule: Monthly, Weekly and Daily

To keep production well orgonized, I like to create a checklist and visual representation tables
to easily keep things on track and make sure that we don’t miss anything.

Assets Checklist

During production the number of artists is constantly growing and to
insure that everyone will get credit, I always keep project credit list up to date.

Credit list

During production of “Coyote’s Place” project we use Shotgun Software. As a Producer, my job is
to create, production costumize and properly orgonize project on Shotgun and then mantain it.

Dailies is a regular part of production. Producer needs to make sure that client or supervisor
reviews all the submited tasks and provides feedback.

Producer needs to make sure that artist recieves and understands feedback. Because for many
artists English is not a fist language, it is producer’s priority to make sure that all feedback is clear
and artists do not have any confusion.

